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Prompt 6.8 - The Oregon Treaty 

Warm-up: If you were running for President and voters wanted you to violently take land, would you do it or would you disagree with them? 

 

Directions: Assign each section below to someone in your group. Highlight sections that justify (support) US annexation (capture) of Oregon. 

Far to the northwest lay Oregon Country. 

This enormous, tree-covered wilderness stretched 

from the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific Ocean. In 

1819, Oregon was claimed by four nations: Russia 

to the North, Spain to the South, Great Britain to 

the Northeast, and the United States to the East.  

Spain was the first to drop out of the 

scramble. As part of President Monroe’s deal to 

purchase Florida, Spain gave up its claim to 

Oregon. A few years later, Russia also dropped out 

simply because it was too far to defend. Instead, 

they only kept control of Alaska. That left only 

Britain and the United States. For a time, the two 

nations agreed to share Oregon, but as Americans 

moved west, things changed. 

 

America’s claim to Oregon was based on 

the Lewis and Clark expedition. Lewis thought 

more Americans would follow in their footsteps, however, their path through The Rocky Mountains 

was far too rugged for most travelers. So, in 1824, a young fur trapper named Jedediah Smith found a 

better way. Smith discovered a passage through the Rocky Mountains called The South Pass. Unlike 

the high, steep passes used by Lewis and Clark, The South Pass was low and flat enough for wagons. 

Suddenly, Oregon opened for American settlement. 

 

The first American settlers to travel through South Pass were religious missionaries. These 

preachers did not convert many Native Americans. However, their glowing reports of Oregon’s fertile 

soil and towering forests soon attracted more settlers. They wrote that Oregon was a "pioneer‘s 

paradise." The weather was always sunny, they claimed. Disease was unknown. Trees grew as thick as 

hairs on a dog’s back. And farms were free for the taking. One even claimed that "pigs are running 

about under the great acorn trees, round and fat, and already cooked, with forks sticking in them.” 

These reports inspired other settlers who were looking for a fresh start. In 1843, about 1,000 

pioneers packed their belongings into covered wagons and headed for Oregon. A year later, nearly 

twice as many people made the long journey across the plains and mountains. "The Oregon Fever has 

broke out," stated a Boston newspaper, "and is now raging." 

Why did Spain and Russia agree to stay out 

of Oregon? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Why did the US claim Oregon? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How did Americans get to Oregon after 

Lewis & Clark? Why? 

 

 

 

 

 

Who were Oregon’s first American settlers? 

 

 

 

How did “Oregon Fever” start? 
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"Oregon fever" also played a large role in the 1844 presidential campaign. James K Polk won 

the election by promising voters that he would get "All of Oregon or none!" Polk promised that he 

would not rest until the United States had annexed (taken) all of Oregon from Great Britain. 

However, once Polk was elected, he went back on his promise. Instead of risking war to take all of 

Oregon from Britain, he made a deal with them. The Oregon Treaty divided Oregon in half. Great 

Britain would keep the North while the United States would keep the South. 

 

The Senate debate over Oregon was fierce (angry). Senators from the East favored the 

treaty. They saw no reason to go to war with Britain over what they thought was "worse than useless 

territory." Senators from the West opposed the treaty. They wanted Polk to take all of Oregon and 

achieve Manifest Destiny. Regardless, in 1846, most of the Senate ratified (approved) Polk’s treaty. 

Polk got neither all of Oregon nor none. What he got was even better: a peaceful agreement that both 

the United States and Great Britain could accept without spilling a drop of blood. 

Listen to this song about Oregon Fever 

 

https://youtu.be/JqowmHgxVJQ 

 

Play the Oregon Trail Game 

 

https://classicreload.com/oregon-trail
.html 
 

 

What did Polk promise to do? 

 

 

 

 

 

What did Polk actually do? 

 

 

 

 

 

Why did eastern and western Senators 

disagree over Oregon? 

 

 

 

 

 

Opinion: Do you think Monroe was justified (right) in making the Oregon Treaty? Explain. 

 

 

 

 

Cooldown: Was the Oregon Treaty inevitable (going to happen anyway) or was it all Polk’s decision? Explain. 

https://youtu.be/JqowmHgxVJQ
https://classicreload.com/oregon-trail.html
https://classicreload.com/oregon-trail.html


6.8 The Oregon 
Annexation
Warm-up: 

Imagine you are running for 
president.

Your voters want you to promise 
to violently annex territory...

...what do you do?



Group Reading

In your groups of 4, read the text and highlight 
sections which justify (support) the annexation 
(taking) of Oregon.



Oregon - Claims

Who claimed Oregon?



Oregon - Claims

Russia (from the North)

United States (from the East)

Great Britain (from the 
Northeast)

Spain → Mexico (from the 
South)



Oregon - Claims

Great Britain & The United 
States



Oregon - Routes

Why did the US lay claim 
to Oregon?



Oregon - Routes

Lewis and Clark’s 
Expedition were among the 
first non Native American 
people to arrive in Oregon.



Oregon - Routes

The South Pass was much 
lower and navigable than 
Lewis & Clark’s route.



Oregon - Settlers

Who were the First 
settlers?



Oregon - Settlers

Missionaries looking to 
convert Native Americans



Oregon - Settlers

Why did others begin to 
settle?



Oregon - Settlers

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JqowmHgxVJQ


Oregon - Settlers

Tales of rich soil, gold, good 
weather, abundant food, no 
disease, and a fresh start…

...spurred “Oregon 
Fever”--a rush into Oregon



Oregon - Politics

How did settlement impact 
politics?



Oregon - Politics

James K Polk won his 
Presidential election on his 
expansionist campaign 
slogan “All of Oregon or 
None!”



Oregon - Politics

What did Polk do instead?



Oregon - Politics

He made a treaty with 
Oregon to split the territory.



Oregon - Politics

What did Senators 
think?



Oregon - Politics

Eastern Senators thought 
Oregon was not valuable 
and it was unwise to risk a 
war with Britain. 

Western Senators thought 
we should have gotten all of 
it to accomplish Manifest 
Destiny



Do you agree with what 
James K Polk did to get 
elected? Why?



Was the US Justified in 
annexing half of Oregon? 
Why?
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